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TREND FOR THE 21st CENTURY IS A SHIFT FROM MANAGEMENT TO LEADERSHIP …LEADERSHIP & TEAMBUILDING IS ABOUT DEVELOPING AND UTILIZING SKILLS:COMMUNICATIONCOOPERATIONPROBLEM-SOLVINGMOTIVATION … finding MEANINGFULNESSTEAMBUILDING IS A STRATEGY OF LEADERSHIP!PLAY PERSONALITIESMAGIC CHALKMULTIPLE TASKS …team wins by completing all task first/fastest time
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LEADERS ARE OFTEN ONLY AS STRONG AS THEIR TEAM … AND A TEAM IS ONLY AS STRONG AS ITS WEAKEST MEMBER.




Helps a group of people identify what they 

want and how to get it

Influences that group (free of coercion) to 
take action to achieve desired outcomes

Achieves results

A Great Leader …




Three building blocks* … “3 As of Leadership”
Analyzing
Allocating
Aligning

Commitment to developing leadership skills … 
hard work

* Geoff Smart (2012) LEADOCRACY: Hiring More Great Leaders (Like You) into 
Government

What & How
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ANALYZING …figuring out what outcomes are desired and how to achieve them*  Studying something to understand it (exploratory process)*  Talking with people—what stakeholders want  and need; gathering info, reflection on the problem or opportunity*  BOTTOM LINE—leader finds answers to the right questions … often the WHYALLOCATING …. Establishing a plan to concentrate scare resources (money, time & people) toward their highest and best uses and away from areas of waste  … Decision-Making = takes in all the analysis and adds judgment, instincts and nerve.  It’s logical, but also creative (Getting the most out of your resources under your control often requires a good deal of imagination.) … best allocators are “great prioritizers”, willing to be innovative (break tradition to overcome inertia)ALIGNING …. Influencing people to behave in coordinated way, according to the plan, to achieve the desired outcomesGreat leaders realize little will get done if they act alone … they influence others to take coordinated action.  They understand how a shared mission can galvanize teams and excite customers & stakeholdersThe art of persuasion = keeping people’s sight on big picture goals; convincing people to do their jobs to the best of their ability; motivating people to willingly and enthusiastically contribute their talents and energy to achieve resultsGreat aligners clarify expectations, make a case for why tasks are important … and they follow up to make sure those tasks get done. When leaders align well they are said to be “inspirational” or “consensus-builders”… holds others accountable, communicate well = influences to take action! (MOTIVATES)




 Excellent behavior observation skills

 Process recognition

 Intra- and inter-personal understanding

Developing leadership 
skills requires …
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When the focus is on power … the ends justify the means;When one focuses on leadership & mature use of power … the means and ends are integrated.  The process involves the relationships and professionalism required to achieve meaningful goals.Capacity vs. Complexity (process) … when complexity of task/situation is greater than capacity one resorts to old habits CHANGE PARTNERS HUMAN TIC TAC TOE “AGGIE”SOFTBALL NEW MATH








TEAM

is 
ownership + responsibility

________________________________
respect + trust = conflict resolution

True Leaders 
Develop Teams
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TEAMWORK … mutually trusting people working together for organizational achievement, sharing an unifying set of values and goals … communicating candidly, caringly and openly. GROUP JUGGLING KING PIN BANDANA TIE CHOCOLATE RIVER
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 HANDOUT:  “17 Laws of Team”





Critical Elements of 
Teamwork (Barr & Barr, 1994)

ATTITUDES & VALUES
 Trust: belief & expectation in 

honesty, reliability & 
trustworthy intention of others

 Candor: frank expression, 
straightforwardness

 Shared values: agreement 
about what is important, top 
priority & essential … 
worthwhile principles

 Participation: actively share, 
support & take part (a 
commitment)

SKILLS, PROCESSES & 
ACTIONS

 Accurate listening: 
dedication to listen to 
message from all 4 quadrants

 Shared reasoning: state 
premises, assumptions & 
conclusions … verbalize

 Conflict Resolution: identify 
issue, alternatives, seek 
solution that’s fair & 
reasonable

 “stakeholders’ input: the 
perspective/info of those 
affected by decisions
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REVIEW SLIDE with Group
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CHACTERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE TEAM1) Appropriate Leadership - Team manager has the skills & intention to develop a team approach & allocates tie to team-building activities.2) Suitable Membership – Team members are individually qualified & capable of contributing the “mix” of skills & values that provide an appropriate balance.3) Clear Organizational Role – team has contributed to organizational planning & has a distinct& productive role within the overall organization.4) Concern to Achieve – clear about its objectives, which are felt to be worthwhile.  Sets targets of performance that are felt to be stretching but achievable. Energy id devoted to the achievement of results & performance frequently reviewed for CQI.5) Commitment to the Team – team members feel a sense of individual commitment to the aims & purposes of the team.6) Positive Intergroup Relations – relationships with other teams have been systematically developed to provide open personal contact & identify where join working may give maximum pay-off7) Well-Organized Team Procedures –roles are clearly defined, communication patterns are well-developed & administrative procedures support team approach.8) Effective Work Methods – team has developed lively, systematic & effective ways to solve problems together.9) Constructive Climate – team has developed a climate in which people feel relaxed, able to be direct & open & prepared to take risks.10) Critique Without Rancor – team & individual errors and weaknesses are examined, without personal attack, to enable the group to learn from its experience.11) Well-Developed individuals – team members are deliberately developed and the team can cope with strong individual contributions.12) Creative Strength – The team has the capacity to create new ideas through the interactions of its members. 




 The law of the CHAIN:  the strength of the team is 

impacted by its weakest link.

 The law of the CATALYST:  winning teams have 
players who make things happen.

 The law of the VISION (Compass):  vision gives team 
members direction and confidence.

 The law of the BAD APPLE:  rotten attitudes ruin a 
team.

Laws of Teamwork 
continued




 The law of COUNTABILITY:  teammates must be 

able to count on each other when it counts.

 The law of the PRICE TAG:  the team fails to reach its 
potential when it fails to pay the price.

 The law of the SCOREBOARD:  the team can make 
adjustments when it knows where it stands.

 The law of the BENCH:  great teams have great depth.

More Teamwork Laws




 The law of IDENTITY:  shared values define the team.

 The law of COMMUNICATION:  interaction fuels action.

 The law of the EDGE:  the difference between two equally 
talented teams is Leadership.  

 The law of HIGH MORALE:  when you’re winning, 
nothing hurts.

 The law of DIVIDENDS:  investing in the team compounds 
over time.

Teamwork Laws







1) Don’t Think Do
2) Fail with Flair 
3) Listen Naively 
4) Ask Dumb Questions 
5) Get Others Involved
6) Go to the Sound of the Guns
7) Have Fun Make it Fun 
8) Be Interesting

Advice for Survival 
via Tom Peters (1990) Search or Excellence)
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…THINKING, PLANNING, ANALYZING IS GOOD … anything worth doing is worth doing poorly” –Ralph Stayer, CEO Johnsonville Foods.  The point is things get better as you go along. The 1st telephone, airplane were very crude compared to now … THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO GET STARTED!FAIL WITH FLAIR … if you think you’re a failure you probably are—so what?  We pay as dearly for our success as our defeats.  Go ahead and fail. BUT fail with WIT … GRACE…STYLE … EMBRACE FAILURE… SEEK IT OUT, LEARN FROM IT. For every great idea … there are 10 failures. Success only comes from taking risks, making mistakes, just because you make a mistake, it doesn’t mean you are one!LISTEN NAIVELY ...DON’T JUST LISTEN BUT HEAR! Hearing is about empathy!ASK DUMB QUESTIONS … central to success . Most managers/leaders believe they’re suppose to know answers…afraid to tarnish the image.  “WHAT’S THE DEVIL IS THAT?” Queries that gets you to the “nub” of any problem.  Workers “in the trenches” like all of us, are delighted to talk about what they do, so ask.GET OTHERS INVOLVED –there’s no implementation until there is ENGAGEMENT & COMMITMENT …brownie troop, treatment team, office. THE LEADER’S CHIEF ROLE IS GAINING & BUILDING ON OTHERS’ COMMITMENT (time, listening/hearing and trust).GO TO THE SOUND OF THE GUNS … go where the action is. The best generals & company chiefs spend the most time on the “firing line”, the least in the office.HAVE FUN, MAKE IT FUN …. Don’t be afraid to cry or laugh. ALL Human Behavior is about emotion … PASSION, JOY, PRIDE, & FUN are near the heart of any successful enterprise.  It’s good for you … others … for business!BE INTERESTING … Do Fail, Laugh & Weep. Life’s too short to waste suppressing emotions, fearing rebuffs or a firing!
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